
Cybersecurity Overview
CyberQP is making Privileged Access Management easy for Managed Service Providers.

When MSPs manage multiple client admin accounts like O365 tenants, service accounts, or local admin accounts, 
it’s difficult to regularly change the passwords to secure sensitive data. Moreover, this forces technicians to share or 
reuse passwords.

And today, MSPs will often have to pause important jobs in their workflow to answer password reset tickets and 
get locked-out clients back online as quickly as possible. Even worse, it’s difficult for technicians to truly verify that a 
caller is who they claim to be, especially as a client scales their operations.

That’s why CyberQP believes in offering an MSP-centric approach to Privileged Access Management. Streamline 
your MSP’s helpdesk by removing password reset tickets and easily rotate your most important admin passwords to 
mitigate the risk on your attack surfaces, all through one intuitive dashboard.

Introducing Our Products
CyberQP’s Privileged Access Management suite empowers MSPs like you to offer multi-tenant protection of critical 
admin and service accounts for your clients and your team. We also give you the ability to eliminate password reset 
tickets entirely and remove the challenges of identity verification with just one click.

QGuard
Daily Password Rotation of Privileged Accounts

Local Machine and Server Agents
Critical Privileged Account Monitoring

Centralized Account Management
Multi-tenancy

Integrations with popular MSP tools

QDesk
End User Identity Verification
Self-Service Password Reset

Centralized Account Management
Office 365 Password Sync

Multi-tenancy
Integrations with popular MSP tools
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QGuard
QGuard empowers our MSP Partners to automate the 
management of their privileged accounts, internally and 
across your end users. You can set up recurring password 
rotations on administrator accounts and control the 
frequency right from your CyberQP dashboard.

QGuard allows MSPs to manage a variety of admin accounts, 
including local administrator accounts, service accounts and 
Azure Active Directory (O365) accounts through easy-to-
deploy agents and cloud integrations.

At CyberQP, we want MSPs to have a cybersecurity company 
you can trust to safeguard your passwords. That’s why you 
can QGuard to write passwords back to either our secure 
vault or the vaults built into your documentation tools, like IT 
Glue or Hudu.

QDesk
QDesk cuts password reset requests out of your ticketing 
system to let you focus on the work that matters. MSP 
clients can now leverage self-service password resets using 
the CyberQP mobile app using built in biometrics, like Face ID 
or fingerprint.

In addition to automating the resets, QDesk writes passwords 
back to both Azure AD (Office 365) and Active Directory, 
effectively syncing passwords for your end users.

CyberQP makes it easy to verify your end user’s identity from 
within your PSA. Our verification platform allows end users 
to verify their identity through several methods, including the 
CyberQP app, text message and email notifications.

Our Integrations
MSPs need solutions that will integrate seamlessly with their administrator and service accounts. CyberQP gives you a centralized 
dashboard to simplify the management of critical accounts. We already integrate with many major tools in the MSP market, and 
our integration library is continuing to grow. Reach out to us to see if we integrate with your tools.
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At CyberQP, we’re dedicated to creating channel-focused solutions that protect your most privileged accounts. We 
work exclusively with MSPs to help them offer secure and convenient tools to manage their privileged accounts and 
keep their critical data safe.

But it’s not enough to just give you the easy-to-deploy software and dashboard that you need. Privileged Access 
Management is difficult to explain to your clients and prospective stakeholders.

That’s why our Partner Program is designed to help you market 
and sell your products with dedicated resources, training, 
datasheets and co-brandable assets. We offer both self-service 
options and personalized sales and marketing support to help 
you go to market.

Interested in learning more about what CyberQP can do for your 
team? Learn more at CyberQP.com.
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